
You tried the rest
now taste the best!

Kverneland Hollow Tine Technology



Kverneland use the same fi ne grain steel 
and heat treatment process used for its well 
known plough range for their cultivator tines 
all of which are produced in our Norwegian 
factory. More than 20 years ago Kverneland 
broke with tradition and started to utilise 
the same technology used for producing 
plough legs and started using tube for their 
cultivator tines. 

Kverneland doesn’t want to fi ght against 
the forces of nature by adding just costly 
weight to its equipment, we believe in using 
the inbuilt natural forces of the material we 
use to make our machines durable with lo-
wer power consumption. For instance the 
complete Kverneland Auto-reset tine is only 
35kg. Fighting with the soil can be a very 
costly battle - utilising Kverneland Hollow 
Tine Technology makes the process of soil 
preparation simply more cost effective.

Kverneland Hollow Tine Philosophy

As a specialist in soil mechanic’s Kverneland consider tines to be an essential component or even the heart of its cultivator 
range. The tine design dictates what power will be required. Producing an effective tine that’s benefi cial to both soil structure 
and providing the lowest fuel consumption is the challenge Kverneland has succeeding in providing for the last 20 years.

Think Strong not Thick!
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Hollow tine
A New Jack Hammer

The Cracking Job
Kverneland hollow tine technology makes the leg vibrate so 
much so that it can be compared to a „jack hammer“, but 
non power driven. This concept is able to transfer the entire 
pulling energy into a cracking job throughout the soil profi -
le whilst providing the optimum mix of crop residues. The 
benefi t explains itself as this „jack hammer“effect combined 
with the special tine angle improves penetration capacity 
and naturally reducing fuel consumption. This shaking effect 
also breaks the bigger clods into smaller aggregates for a 
better crumbling effect. The cultivator’s ability to prepare a 
good seedbed with an optimum profi le throughout its wor-
king depth is incomparable and insures the maintenance 
and correct balance of the soil fauna.

Choice of different tines
Kverneland produce a wide range of primary soil cultivators, 
supplying the choice of two types of hollow tine. The CLC 
tine comes with the standard Kverneland reversible plough 
point which lifts the soil up and allows deep loosening to a 
depth of 40cm (30cm whith rear accessories). For shallow 
work 300mm wings can be supplied as optional equipment. 
The CLD tine with its steeper cutting angle was designed for 
more aggressive mixing of trash when working at shallower 
depths. A Quick Lock point system reduces downtime and 
allows easy change-over of different point sizes. Further-
more a wide range of Tungsten Carbide wearing parts as 
original equipment for both versions is available.

CLC tine: small aggregate, lifting the soil up for deep cultivation with low power consumption.
CLD tine: steeper angle for aggressive mixing and bigger aggregates.



Auto-reset or Vibromat®
On the renowned Kverneland Auto-reset leaf spring system (same 
as the ploughs), all components are case hardened therefore they 
don’t need to be lubricated even in the high friction zones such as 
pivot pins despite the fact the surface contact can be small. This 
feature provides high fl exibility as all contact points are small and 
narrow and allows for deformation. Kverneland was the fi rst com-
pany to supply the market with a “Zero maintenance” tine concept; 
plus the addition of the Auto-reset it is a real 3 D safety system, 
which also sustains high pressure from 550 to 750kg at the point 
(depending on models) and contributes to the fl exibility and high 
vibration capacity of Kverneland tine cultivators. 

Release hight

Force N Release characteristic

Vibromat®
A unique shear bolted system is also available which is based on 
the same components. The leaf spring is replaced by a plate holding 
a standard 12mm shear bolt through the leg. With the tine being 
so fl exible the leg can fl ex backwards 10cm and reach up to 2 tons 
pressure at the point before the bolt shears. This effect is named 
Vibromat®, and helps untimely breaking of bolts and therefore helps 
to reduce down time.

Patented Tine Holder
All new primary cultivators from Kverneland are now equipped 
with bolted tine holders. This patented system consists of squee-
zing a U shaped plate onto the frame beam by means of a single 
bolt. This U plate is 100mm wide and enables the tine to be loca-
ted deep onto the main frame. One of the many advantages of 
bolted tine carriers is the reduction in the volume frame weakening 
welding required. With the tines being light (35kg) and fi tted with a 
single bolt, it is very easy to take them off to adapt the cultivator to 
the working conditions (tramlining, soil loosening) and the tractor 
available.

Auto-reset or Vibromat®



Benefi ts of the Case Hardening Process

High Flexibility
One of the main advantages of the hollow tine technology 
is the ability to fl ex sideways by up to 14 to 20cm helping to 
bypass obstacles below the fi eld surface. Fields are rarely 
100% square and the sideways forces for standard forged 
and full material tines produce a lot of stress to the tine 
holder system and consequently to the frame structure. To 
avoid this stress on all components Kverneland think strong 
rather than big: The natural quality of fi ne grain steel and 
the use of our proven heat treatment process can provide 
immense strength to a simple piece of tube. Being fl exible 
this tube can then „fl ex around“ obstacles and erase stress 
peaks by dispersing it throughout the implement. 

Maintenance-free Zone
The CLC tine is maintenance –free zone. All components 
being heat treated and produced from a very high quality 
hardened steel. These parts are then able to sustain high 
pressure and friction without the need for any greasing. 
Greasing is both costly and time consuming and in some 
cases greasing parts can cause even more damage (at 
its worst grease attracts fi ne dust and encourages wear) 
than providing protection. Therefore Kverneland always 
minimises the need for greasing points when designing 
their machines



Kverneland Group
Kverneland Group is a leading international company 
developing, producing and distributing agricultural 
machinery and services. 

Strong focus on innovation allows us to provide a unique and broad 
product range with high quality. Kverneland Group offers an extensive 
package of systems and solutions to the professional farming 
community. The offering covers soil preparation, seeding, forage- 
and bale equipment, spreading and spraying.

www.kverneland.com


